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Abstract
We consider the problem of implementing general shared-memory objects on top of write-once
bits, which can be changed from 0 to 1 but not back again. In a sequential setting, write-once
memory (WOM) codes have been developed that allow simulating memory that support multiple
writes, even of large values, setting an average of 1 + o(1) write-once bits per write. We show
that similar space efficiencies can be obtained in a concurrent setting, though at the cost of high
time complexity and fixed bound on the number of write operations. As an alternative, we give
an implementation that permits unboundedly many writes and has much better amortized time
complexity, but at the cost of unbounded space complexity. Whether one can obtain both low
time complexity and low space complexity in the same implementation remains open.
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Introduction

Write-once memory (WOM) is a storage medium with memory elements, called cells, that can only
increase their value. These media can be represented as a collection of binary cells, each of which
initially represents a bit value 0 that can be irreversibly overwritten with a bit value 1. WOM
codes, first introduced by Rivest and Shamir [33], enable to record data multiple times without
violating the asymmetry writing constraint in a WOM. The goal in the design of a WOM code is to
maximize the total number of bits that can be written to the memory in t writes, while preserving
the property that cells can only increase their level.
These codes were first motivated by storage media such as punch cards and optical storage.
However, in the last decade, a wide study of these codes re-emerged due to their connection to
Flash memories. Flash memories contain floating gate cells which are electrically charged with
electrons to represent the cell level. While it is fast and simple to increase a cell level, reducing its
level requires a long and cumbersome operation of first erasing its entire containing block and only
then programming relevant cells. Applying a WOM code enables additional writes before having
to physically erase the entire block.
This paper provides the first study of concurrency in write-once shared memory. We investigate
concurrent write-once memory from a theoretical viewpoint, which, in particular, means that we
consider the memory impossible to erase (as opposed to considering it to be expensive). We show
that any problem that can be solved in a standard shared-memory model can be solved in a writeonce memory model, at the cost of some overhead. Our goal is to provide an analysis of this cost,
both in terms of step complexity and space complexity.
Motivation: In addition to our interest in WOM as a computing model, our study is motivated
by two observations. First, WOM is not subject to the ABA problem, in which memory can
change back and forth going unnoticed, which is proven to be hard to overcome [1].
The second reason is that several known concurrent algorithms are already implemented using
write-once bits. In other words, for some specific problems, the overhead of using WOM can
be reduced compared to the general case. Examples of such implementations are the sifters
constructed by Alistarh and Aspnes [2] and by Giakkoupis and Woelfel [17], and some variants of
the conflict detectors, of Aspnes and Ellen [5].1 A max register [3] is another example of an
object that can be implemented using write-once bits (see overview in Section 5). Interestingly,
the covering arguments used to prove lower bounds on max registers [3] imply that no historyless
primitive can give a better implementation than write-once bits.
Yet these specific solutions do not immediately give a general implementation of arbitrary
shared-memory objects, and the question arises whether the space efficiencies obtained by WOM
codes in a sequential setting can transfer to a concurrent setting as well.
The challenge: To give a flavor of the challenge in adopting known WOM codes to concurrent
use, we explain a simple example in Table 1, introduced by Rivest and Shamir [33], which enables
the recording of two bits of information in three cells twice. It is possible to verify that after the
first 2-bit data vector is encoded into a 3-bit codeword, if the second 2-bit data vector is different
from the first, the 3-bit codeword into which it is encoded does not change any code bit 1 into a
code bit 0, ensuring that it can be recorded in the write-once medium.
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This does not include the Θ(log m/ log log m)-step m-valued conflict detector that appears in [5], but does include
a simpler Θ(log m)-step conflict detector in which a write of a value whose bits are xk−1 , . . . , x0 is done by setting to
1 the corresponding bits A[i][xi ] in a k × 2 array A.
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Data bits
00
10
01
11

First write
000
100
010
001

Second write
111
011
101
110

Table 1: A WOM code Example
Suppose now that the above code is used in a concurrent WOM system, and that two processes
p1 and p2 invoke write operations with input data bits 10 and 01, respectively. This means that p1
needs to write 100 into the memory, and p2 needs to write 010 to it. In other words, p1 needs to set
the first of the three bits to 1, while p2 needs to set the second. Consider a schedule in which p1 , p2
set their respective bit in some order, and afterwards another process p3 reads the shared memory.
The bits that it sees are 110, but these correspond to the input 11, which was never written into
the memory, violating the specification of the memory.
The difficulty above is amplified by the fact that since more than a single process is writing and
reading the content of the memory, it is not known what the value of t is, that is, how many writes
have occurred so far. This is needed in the above example for both writing and reading.
We emphasize that there is a significant amount of fundamental simulations of different types of
registers in the literature of distributed computing (see, e.g., [7, Chpater 10] and [21, Chapter 4]).
The above WOM example satisfies the definition of a single-writer-multi-reader (SWMR) safe
register [28,29], in which a read that is not concurrent with a write returns a correct value. Known
simulations can use this object to construct multi-writer-multi-reader (MWMR) atomic
registers. However, these simulations do not comply with the restrictions that arise from WOM,
and hence different solutions must be sought.

1.1

Our contribution

We first show that with one additional bit that indicates to read operations that a write operation
has been completed, we can easily implement a write-once m-bit register. Then, we show how to
support t writes, still for a single writer, within a space complexity of 2m + t bits. After these
toy examples, our goal is to get closer to the t(1 + o(1))-space WOM code constructions for the
non-concurrent setting. Carefully adapting the tabular code of [33] to our concurrent setting, allows
us to obtain a SWMR m-bit register that supports t writes, with the following properties.
Theorem 4.1 There is an algorithm that implements an n-process SWMR m-bit register supporting up to t writes, using space complexity of (1 + o(1))t when t = ω(m2m ), and with amortized step
complexity O(n2m ) for a write and O(2m ) for a read.
We then extend our tabular construction to support multiple writers, with the aid of a reduction
from MWMR registers to SWMR registers due to [24], and with incorporating safe-agreement
objects [10] in order to efficiently share space. Our result is summarized as follows.
Theorem 4.2 There is an algorithm that implements an n-process MWMR m-bit register that
supports up to t writes, using space complexity of (2 + o(1))t when t = ω((m + log n)n6 2m ), and
with amortized step complexity O(n2 2m ) for both write and read operations.
The drawback of the above implementation is its large step complexity. At the cost of increased
space complexity, we show how to build a WOM code on top of a max register, which allows
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drastically reduced step complexities, as stated next. Here, a unique timestamp t is guaranteed to
be associated by the algorithm with each write operation.
Theorem 5.1 There is an algorithm that implements an n-process MWMR register of m bits with
unbounded space, where the amortized step complexity of a write operation that gets associated with
a timestamp t is O(log t + m + log n) and the step complexity of a read operation that reads a value
associated with a timestamp t is O(log t + m + log n).
Whether it is possible to obtain both low time complexity and low space complexity in the same
implementation remains an intriguing open question.

1.2

Additional related work

In their pioneering work, Rivest and Shamir also reported on more WOM code constructions,
including tabular WOM codes and linear WOM codes. Since then, several more constructions were
studied in the 1980’s and 1990’s [13, 15, 18], and more interest to these codes was given in the past
seven years; see e.g. [9, 11, 12, 14, 34, 35, 37–40].
The capacity of a WOM was also rigorously investigated. The maximum sum-rate as well as
the capacity regions were studied in [19, 33, 36] with extensions to the non-binary case in [16].
The implementation of WOM codes in several applications such flash memories and phase-change
memories was recently explored in [26, 30, 31, 41, 42]. These works were motivated by the system
implementation on WOM codes in these memories, while taking into account the hardware and
architecture limitations when implementing these codes into the system.
Write-once memory should not be confused with sticky registers as defined by Plotkin [32],
which in some recent systems literature (e.g. [8]) have been described as registers with write-once
semantics. Sticky registers initially hold a default “empty” value, and any write after the first has
no effect. Such registers are equivalent to consensus objects, and thus significantly more powerful
than standard shared memory. In contrast, write-once memory as considered here and in the WOM
code literature is weaker than standard shared memory.

1.3

Model

We use a standard asynchronous shared memory system, restricted by the assumption that registers hold only a single bit and write operations can only write 1. We assume that all registers are
initially 0, as any register initialized to 1 conveys no information and can safely be omitted. Asynchrony is modeled by interleaving according to a schedule chosen by an adversary. As we consider
only deterministic algorithms, it is reasonable to assume that the adversary has unrestricted knowledge of the state of the system at all times, and can choose the schedule to make things as difficult
for the algorithm as possible. The computational power of the adversary is unlimited; indeed, the
adversary is essentially just a personification of the universal quantifier applied to schedules.
When implementing an object, our goal is linearizability [22]; given an execution of S of the
implemented object, there should exist a sequential execution S 0 of the same object with the same
operations, such that whenever some operation π finishes in S before another operation π 0 starts,
π precedes π 0 in S 0 .
Time complexity: We use the standard notion of step complexity. The worst-case individual
step complexity of an operation is the maximum number of steps (read or write operations
applied to a write-once bit) carried out by the process executing the operation between when it
starts and finishes. The total step complexity of a collection of operations is the maximum
number of steps taken by all processes in any execution involving these operations.
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We say that an operation π has amortized step complexity C(π) if, in any execution, the
total step complexity is bounded by the sum of the amortized step complexities of all operations in
the execution. Note that the amortized step complexity of an operation is not uniquely determined,
and there may be more than one way to trade off the amortized step complexities of operations.
Space complexity and storage: The straightforward measure of space complexity for writeonce memory is the number of objects (in our case, write-once bits) that can be accessed during the
execution of an algorithm or implementation. In traditional shared-memory models, this quantity
is fixed throughout the execution of the algorithm.
However, for one of our implementations, we will assume that the space is unbounded, in order
to exemplify its property of obtaining good step complexity despite supporting an unbounded
number of writes. A simple argument (see also Section 6) shows that infinite space is inherent for
supporting an unbounded number of writes in a write-once medium.

2

From write-once bits to write-once registers

We begin with two basic constructions of write-once single-writer registers from write-once bits.

2.1

A write-once single-writer register

A write-once single-writer register allows a single fixed writer process to write a value at most once
during an execution. Initially, it holds a special empty state ⊥, which is replaced by a value on
the first write. The width m of the register is the size of the value written in bits. The effect of
multiple writes is unspecified, although the writer process can simply choose to discard any writes
after the first.
To implement a width-m write-once single-writer register for larger m, we use m write-once bits
r[0] . . . r[m − 1] to hold the contents of the register, plus an extra Done bit to mark the register
as written. The writer fills in the content bits first, then sets Done; a reader looks at Done first,
and returns ⊥ if it is 0; if not, it reads and returns the values of the contents bits. This gives a
linearizable implementation, where the high-level operations are linearized according to the order
in which they access the Done bit; each read operation then returns either ⊥ or the value of the
unique write depending on whether it reads Done before or after the write sets it.
The reason we must have the Done bit is because otherwise the reader might observe an intermediate value which is not the input of the writer but rather only has a common prefix with
it.
Note that if write is called more than once then the behavior of the register is unspecified.
Theorem 2.1. The register implemented in Algorithm 1 is linearizable in any execution where
write is called at most once.
Proof. Given an execution, linearize all operations in the order in which they access the Done bit;
this is trivially consistent with the observable execution order. If there is no write operation, all
read operations return ⊥, consistent with a sequential execution. If there is a write operation,
then any read operation that observes 0 in Done linearizes before the write and returns ⊥, while
any read operation that observes 1 in Done linearizes after the write and returns the contents of
r, which will be equal to the value left in r by the writer, because no operation updates r after the
Done bit is set. So these return values are also consistent with the sequential execution.
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1
2
3

procedure write(r, x)
for i ← 0 . . . m − 1 do
r[i] ← x[i] ;
Done ← 1 ;

4
5
6
7
8

procedure read(r)
if Done = 1 then
for i ← 0 . . . m − 1 do
x[i] ← r[i] ;
return x ;
else
return ⊥;

9
10
11

Algorithm 1: Implementation of an m-bit single-writer write-once register

2.2

An erasable write-once single-writer register

It is easy to extend the construction of §2.1 to a write-once single-writer register that is also erasable.
This means that the register can be in one of three states: its initial state ⊥, a state in which it
holds a m-bit value, and an erased state >. The register may be in the erased state after it was
in a state in which it holds a m-bit value, but it cannot change its state after entering the erased
state.
Notice that having an erased state does not allow us to re-use the register because otherwise,
the reader may start reading the first bits of one m-bit value written and continue reading the last
bits of a different m-bit written value, obtaining an invalid return value that was never written.
To implement the erasable register, we add the procedure erase which simply sets another
shared bit Erased, and we modify the read procedure to check the Erased bit, as shown in Algorithm 2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

procedure erase(r)
Erased ← 1 ;
procedure read(r)
if Erased = 1 then
return >;
if Done = 1 then
for i ← 0 . . . m − 1 do
x[i] ← r[i] ;
return x ;
else
return ⊥;
Algorithm 2: Implementation of an erasable m-bit single-writer write-once register

Theorem 2.2. The register implemented in Algorithm 2 is linearizable in any execution where
write is called at most once and not after erase is called.
Proof. Given an execution, we linearize any write operation and all read operations that read 0
from erase before any erase operation and any read operation that reads 1 from erase.
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Within the first set of operations, we linearize all operations in the order in which they access
the Done bit, which by the proof of Theorem 2.1 is consistent with the observable execution order,
as well as with a sequential execution.
Within the second set of operations, we linearize all read operations after the erase operation,
where the latter must be invoked in order for any read operation to read 1 from Erased. This is
trivially consistent with both the observable execution order and the sequential execution, because
all such read operations return >.

3

Atomic multi-bit writes

The constructions of the preceding section allow only a single write operation. WOM codes generally
support up to t write operations; however, because write-once bits are written one at a time, a
reader might be confused by seeing an incomplete code word. In Algorithm 3, we show how to
implement an atomic multi-bit write operation that can be used up to t times on an m-bit writeonce memory by a single writer process, at a cost of increasing the memory size to 2m + t. This
allows any WOM code to be used in a SWMR register if we are willing to accept doubling the space
requirement.
Each bit of the original register is implemented by two bits. A 00 pattern represents a 0 bit.
The 01 and 10 patterns are used to represent 1 bits for writes that are in progress. These are
eventually converted into 11 pattern to represent a 1 bit for a completed write.
A second array Done of t bits counts, in unary, the number of completed writes. Any 01
patterns are interpreted as 1 only when the number of 1 bits in Done is odd; similarly, any 10
patterns are interpreted as 1 only when the number of 1 bits in Done is even. This allows all new
1 bits corresponding to a write in progress to switch from being ignored by the reader to being
included atomically when the next bit in Done is set. To allow subsequent write operations to do
the same thing, the writer cleans up these partial bits by rewriting them as 11 on its way out.
It is still important for the reader to get a consistent snapshot of both arrays. We do this using
a standard double collect snapshot that returns only when two consecutive reads of the memory
return the same values. Because the values in the write-once memory increase monotonically, no
additional tagging is needed to avoid ABA issues.
Theorem 3.1. Assuming only one process ever invokes write operations, Algorithm 3 implements
an atomic multi-bit write.
Proof. Because there is only one writer, we can characterize the state of the A and Done arrays
exactly throughout the execution of the algorithm. Our induction hypothesis is that at the start
of the r-th iteration, every entry in A is either 00 or 11, and Done contains r − 1 ones in positions
1 through r − 1. During the execution of writeLocations in round r, the writer will add 01 or 10
into the given locations, and only set the Done[r] bit when all these values are written. The second
loop, converting all the intermediate values to 11, ensures that the induction hypothesis continues
to hold at the end of this write. We linearize the writeLocations operation at the time it writes
Done[r].
The double-collect snapshot ensures that each reader’s copies MyA and MyDone of A and Done
are equal to the value of A and Done at some time during its execution. We use this time as the read
operation’s linearization point. There are now several cases to consider for how this read interacts
with a possible concurrent write:
1. If there is no concurrent write, then output[i] = 1 for precisely those locations that hold 11
and 0 for those that hold 00 (there are no other possible values). These correspond to the
value provided in the arguments to preceding writeLocations operations.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

procedure write(v)
Let i1 , . . . , ik be the locations of the original WOM code that need to be set when
writing the value v;
writeLocations(i1 , . . . , ik );
procedure writeLocations(i1 , . . . , ik )
r ← r + 1;
for j ← 1 . . . k do
if r is odd then
A[ij ] ← 01;
else
A[ij ] ← 10;
Done[r] ← 1;
for j ← 1 . . . k do
A[ij ] = 11;
procedure read()
repeat
MyA ← A;
MyDone ← Done;
until two consecutive iterations produce the same values;
Let r be the largest index in MyDone such that MyDone[r] = 1;
foreach i in the index set of MyA do
if MyA[i] = 11 then
output[i] ← 1;
else if MyA[i] = 01 and r is odd then
output[i] ← 1;
else if MyA[i] = 10 and r is even then
output[i] ← 1;
else
output[i] ← 0;
return output;
Algorithm 3: Implementing an arbitrary WOM code using an atomic multi-bit write
2. If there is a concurrent write, and it has not yet set Done[r] at the time the read operation
reads it, then the read will set its own r to r − 1. This will have the opposite parity of the 01
or 10 values written by the concurrent write, so these values will be treated as 0. It follows
that the read will return whatever value was present at the start of the concurrent write,
which is consistent with the linearization ordering.
3. If there is a concurrent write, and it has set Done[r] before the read operation reads it, then
any 01 or 10 values that have not yet be cleaned up will be interpreted by the reader as ones.
In this case the reader will return the value present following the concurrent write, which is
again consistent with the linearization ordering.
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4

Registers based on the tabular WOM code

Here we give a family of register implementations based on the tabular WOM code of Rivest et
al. [33]. These allow up to t writes of m-bit values. For the single-writer case (see §4.2), the
construction requires only (1 + o(1))t write-once bits provided t = ω(m2m ), for an average of
1 + o(1) bits per write. For the multi-writer case (§4.3), it requires (2 + o(2))t bits under the same
conditions on t. In both cases the amortized time complexity of each operation is polynomial in n
and 2m , even for very large tables. An alternative implementation that sacrifices space for speed
will be given later in §5.

4.1

The tabular WOM code

The tabular WOM code represents 2m distinct values as an array of k rows of m+` bits each, where
k and ` are parameters selected to maximize the efficiency of the code. Each row A[i] consists of
an m-bit increment field A[i].increment, interpreted as an element of Z2m , together with an `-bit
unary counter A[i].count. A row is unused if all bits in the counter are 0, and full if all are 1. A
row that is neither unused nor full is active. The value stored in the array is given by
k
X

!

A[i].increment · A[i].count

mod 2m .

(1)

i=1

To change the current value in A from x to y, the writer first checks for a used, non-full row
that already has an increment value equal to (y − x) mod 2m , and if so increments the counter in
that row by one by writing an additional 1 bit. If there is no such row, the writer selects an unused
row, writes (y − x) mod 2m to its increment field, and sets the count to 1 by writing a single one
bit to the counter field. This process continues until the writer can no longer find an unused row
when trying to write an increment that cannot be stored otherwise.
We would like to get the space needed for t write operations as close to t as possible. There are
two sources of space overhead that prevent this in the tabular WOM code. The first is that each
increment field adds m bits that must be amortized over the ` write operations handled by that row;
this gives 1 + o(1) overhead provided ` = ω(m). The second is that up to 2m − 1 rows may be only
partially used (if more than this are unused, we have rows available for all possible increments and
can perform any new write operation). This overhead also becomes 1 + o(1) provided k = ω(2m ).
Setting both ` = ω(m) and k = ω(2m ) gives t = ω(m2m ) and a space complexity of (1 + o(1))t.

4.2

Single-writer implementation

The tabular WOM code has the useful property that as long as the writer writes A[i].increment in
a new row before setting any of the bits in A[i].count, the value stored in A changes atomically
at the moment that the writer sets a bit in A[i].count. This means that with a single writer, no
special effort is needed to ensure linearizability, and we can treat the linearization point of a write
operation as the moment it sets a bit in some count row.
On the other side, a read operation needs to obtain an atomic snapshot of the entire array to
be able to compute the sum of the entries as given in (1). This can be done in a straightforward
way using a double-collect snapshot, with some further optimizations possible by taking advantage
of predicting which bits could be written next. Note that even with a snapshot, it is possible that
a reader may observe an incomplete write of A[i].increment for some i. However, this can only
occur if the corresponding A[i].count is still 0. So a read operation always returns the sum of the
increments of all writes that linearize before it, giving correctness.
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For t = ω(m2m ), the average time complexity of a write is 1 + o(1), though the cost of a specific
write may range from 1 to 1 + m, depending on whether it needs to set an increment field.
For read operations the cost may be much higher. Unlike the writer, a reader may need to
read the same bit more than once to see if it has changed. Indeed, a naive implementation of the
double-collect snapshot would force a reader to read all k (m + `) bits at least twice during any read
operation, and again for each write that occurs during the read. We can reduce the amortized cost
by observing that the reader never needs to re-read a bit that is already 1, and by enforcing that
the writer use new rows and write count bits in a specified order. This means that each new write
might write to at most 2m distinct locations in the count fields: one for each active row, plus at
most one bit at the start of an unused row if the active rows do not span all 2m possible increments.
This reduces the cost imposed on each reader by a new write to at most 2m + m operations (2m
count bits plus at most one increment field). If we multiply this by n potential readers, this raises
the amortized cost of a write to O(n2m ) bit operations, which is large but still independent of the
table size. Shifting costs to the writers in this way still leaves the reader with an amortized cost of
O(2m ) to re-read zero bits to confirm that no new writes have occurred.
Pseudocode for an implementation that applies these optimizations is given in Algorithm 4.
The above discussion essentially proves the following.
Theorem 4.1. There is an algorithm that implements an n-process SWMR m-bit register supporting up to t writes, using space complexity of (1 + o(1))t when t = ω(m2m ), and with amortized step
complexity O(n2m ) for a write and O(2m ) for a read.

4.3

Multi-writer extension

We can extend the single-writer construction to multiple writers using a construction of Israeli and
Shaham [25, §4]. This construction implements a multi-writer multi-reader (MWMR) register from
n single-writer multi-reader (SWMR) registers, one for each writer. Each MWMR write operation
requires O(n) SWMR read operations and 2 SWMR write operations. MWMR read operations
require only O(n) SWMR read operations. Each SWMR register must be large enough to store the
contents of the MWMR register, plus an addition 6 lg n + O(1) bits for pointers used to determine
the linearization order.
By implementing each SWMR register as in the preceding section, for sufficiently large t, each
writer process can carry out up to t writes at an amortized space complexity of 2 + o(1) bits per
write. However, both the bound on t to obtain this space complexity and the time complexity
of both read and write operations becomes quite large: t must be ω((m + log n)n6 2m ) and the
amortized cost of both read and write operations rises to O(n2 2m ). Whether one can retain low
per-write space complexity while getting low time complexity in a MWMR setting remains open.
A further annoyance is that the low amortized space complexity applies only when each writer
individually uses up its allotment of t = ω((m+log n)n6 2m ) writes. While this might be a reasonable
assumption for some applications, in the worst case we can imagine a single writer using up its
allotment while the other writers do nothing, giving a per-write space complexity of Θ(n).

4.4

Allocating table rows from a common pool

We solve this problem by allocating table rows from a common pool. In this section we describe a
simple storage allocator, based on the safe-agreement objects of Borowsky et al. [10]. Our storage
allocator guarantees that all but n − 1 rows in a k-row array are assigned to some writer.
A safe-agreement object provides a weak version of consensus that guarantees agreement
and validity but not termination. Any process that accesses a safe-agreement object is guaranteed
9
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shared data: Array A[0..r − 1] of rows, where each row A[i] has fields A[i].increment of m
write-once bits and A[i].count[0..` − 1] of ` write-once bits;
local data: Array next[0..2m − 1] where each entry holds either ⊥ or an hindex, positioni
where index is an index into A and position is an index into A[index].count;
current, equal to the most recently computed value of the register;
Array MyA[0..r − 1] of rows, where each row MyA[i] has fields MyA[i].increment of m
write-once bits and MyA[i].count[0..` − 1] of ` write-once bits;
procedure write(v)
Let i = v − current (mod 2m );
if next[i] = ⊥ then
next[i] ← hr, 0i where r is a newly-allocated row;
A[next[i].index].increment ← i;

10

A[next[i].index].count[next[i].position] ← 1;
if next[i].position = ` − 1 then
next[i] ← ⊥;
else
next[i].position = next[i].position + 1;

11

current ← v;
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procedure read()
repeat
foreach i such that MyA[i].count is not all 0 or all 1 do
copy(MyA[i].count, A[i].count);
Let i be the smallest index such that MyA[i].count is all 0;
if A[i].count[0] 6= 0 then
MyA[i].increment ← A[i].increment;
copy(MyA[i].count, A[i].count);
until MyA is 
unchanged throughout an iteration;

P
Pr−1
MyA[i].count[j]
(mod 2m ) ;
return i=0 MyA[i].increment · `−1
j=0
// Helper procedure for read
// Copies bits to X from Y assuming Y contains no 0 to the left of a 1
procedure copy(X, Y )
Let j be the smallest index such that X[j] = 0;
while j < ` ∧ Y [j] = 1 do
X[j] ← 1;
j ← j + 1;
Algorithm 4: Single-writer register implemented using a tabular WOM code

to obtain the id of a unique winner among the users of the object, provided no process halts during
a special unsafe segment of its execution; if some process does halt, the object never returns. This
means that, if we assign a safe-agreement object to control ownership of each of the k rows in our
pool, at most n − 1 rows will never be allocated, assuming at least one process continues to run.
Algorithm 5 shows how to implement a safe-agreement object using WOM. The mechanism is
essentially the same as in the original Borowksy et al. algorithm, except that we encode the values
0 as 000 when it represents the initial value and 011 when it represents the result of a back-off,
the value 1 as 001, and the value 2 as 101. The intuition is that a process first advances to level 1
10
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// proposei (v)
A[i] ← 001;
if snapshot(A) contains 101 for some j 6= i then
// Back off
A[i] ← 011;
else
// Advance
A[i] ← 101;
// safei
repeat
s ← snapshot(A);
until s[j] does not equal 001 for any j;
// agreei
return the smallest index j with s[j] = 101;
Algorithm 5: Safe agreement (adapted from [10])

(001), then backs off if it detects another process already at level 2 (101). If a snapshot includes
no processes at level 1, it is safe for any process that sees that snapshot to agree on the smallest
process at level 2, because any later process will back off before reaching level 2. Termination is
also guaranteed as long as no process stays at level 1 forever.
To implement the storage allocator, we add a safe-agreement object to each row; this increases
the size of each row by 3n bits. We also include a dlg ne-bit field to allow a reader to quickly
identify the owner of a row. Despite these additions, we still get 1 + o(1) amortized bits per write
by making ` = ω(m + n).
To allocate a new row, a writer interleaves attempts to win the safe-agreement objects for the
next n rows for which it has not yet determined a winner. At least one of these safe-agreement
objects will eventually return a value. If this is the id of the writer, it can claim the row by writing
its id to the id field and proceed as in the single-writer construction. If not, it continues to attempt
to acquire a row from the set obtained by throwing in the next row that it has not previously
attempted to acquire. In either case the writer eventually acquires a row or reaches a state where
all but n − 1 rows have been allocated.
The reader’s task is largely unchanged from the basic MWMR construction: for each of the
n SWMR registers, there are at most 2m active rows it must check for updates, plus up to n
additional rows it must check for new activity. This again gives an amortized cost from the readers
of O(n2m ) steps per write operation. In addition, each write operation may impose a cost of O(n)
bit operations from extra collects in the snapshot on each other writer, for a total of O(n2 ) bit
operations, for each row it attempts to allocate. This gives a total cost over all writes of O(kn3 )
for an amortized cost of O(n3 /`) = O(n2 ) per write. So the total amortized cost per write is
O(n(n + 2m )). This gives:
Theorem 4.2. There is an algorithm that implements an n-process MWMR m-bit register that
supports up to t writes, using space complexity of (2 + o(1))t when t = ω((m + log n)n6 2m ), and
with amortized step complexity O(n2 2m ) for both write and read operations.

5

An unrestricted MWMR implemention based on max registers

The tabular WOM code constructions have two deficiencies: they have huge time complexity, and
they are limited-use, permitting only a fixed maximum number t of write operations. In this section,
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we give a different construction (using unbounded space) that implements a wait-free m-bit MWMR
register on top of a max register [3]. A max register provides WriteMax and ReadMax operations,
where ReadMax returns the largest value written by any preceding WriteMax.
There are several known constructions of max registers [3, 4, 20], each of which has different
goals. The basic structure we use here follows the tree implementation of [3], described in §5.1 for
completeness. In §5.2 we construct our full MWMR m-bit register and prove its properties.

5.1

Tree-based max register

The standard tree-based max register is any binary tree whose leaves correspond to the possible
values of the max register. Each node represents a single-bit register that can hold a value in {0, 1}.
The aim is to have the current value of the tree be the rightmost leaf that is set to 1. To implement
this, a ReadMax operation travels down the tree starting from the root node, going to the left child
of a node if it reads 0 and going to the right child if it reads 1. A WriteMax(v) starts from the leaf
that corresponds to the value v, and travels up the tree to the root, setting to 1 all bits to which it
arrives from the right. An important technicality is that in order to make the above linearizable,
before a WriteMax makes any change to a left subtree of a node, it checks that the bit at this node
is 0. This allows, for example, implementing a b-bounded max register (supporting values in values
in {0, ..., b − 1}) using a balanced binary tree of depth O(log b).
However, we can also use an unbalanced binary tree with the property that each leaf v is at
depth O(log v). Since the step complexity of any operation is proportional to the depth of the leaf
it writes or returns, the latter gives an implementation with a step complexity of O(log v). This
implementation also has the nice property that it can be extended to support an unbounded number
of values. This is done by having a leaf at depth O(n) point to a multi-writer snapshot object. This
way the step complexity does not increase with the value v beyond limit, but is rather bounded
by O(min{log v, n}), since there are linear-time implementations of snapshot objects [6, 23]. The
problem with having the step complexity increase beyond limit is not only a complexity problem—it
is also a computational problem in the sense that the implementation is not wait-free if we keep
the tree infinite, since a ReadMax operation can always be pushed farther down to the right side of
the tree by a new WriteMax operation with a larger value.
Using WOM, the tree-based max register implementation has the nice property that only singlebit registers are used and their value can only be changed from 0 to 1. However, we cannot use
the snapshot object that truncates the tree at depth O(n), because its known implementations do
not translate into the write-once model. Another approach that avoids the usage of the snapshot
object is the randomized helping mechanism used in [4]. But this also does not translate to WOM,
and hence we seek a different helping solution.

5.2

Adding the helping mechanism

For the sake of presentation, we start with describing an attempt for building a standard register out
of a tree-based max register. This most basic approach only gives a non-blocking SWMR register.
Then, we add a helping mechanism to obtain wait-freedom. This still only works for the case of a
single-writer-single-reader (SWSR) implementation. We then explain the challenges in extending
this to the multi-writer-multi-reader (MWMR) case. We keep the descriptions of the non-blocking
and wait-free SWMR registers informal for clarity, and leave the pseudocode and formal proof for
the presentation of our full MWMR construction with a more involved helping mechanism for all
processes.
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5.2.1

A non-blocking SWSR write-once register

Suppose we have a single writing process pW , and a single reading process pR . We first describe
an implementation of a SWSR register that is non-blocking but not wait-free, in order to give
intuition for our framework.2 We maintain an infinite unbalanced tree-based unbounded max
register Max, and associate an m-bit register value(t) with each leaf t. The values of Max represent
timestamps and value(t) represents the value written in the t-th operation, as follows. On its t-th
write operation, pW writes its input value into value(t) and then executes a WriteMax(t) operation
on Max. Upon its read operation, pR performs ReadMax on Max and then reads and returns
value(t), where t is the timestamp returned from the ReadMax operation. The problem with this
implementation is that operations of pR are not wait-free because ReadMax may never return if pW
keeps invoking WriteMax operations and thus constantly pushes pR down the rightmost infinite
path of the tree.
5.2.2

A wait-free SWSR register

To make this implementation wait-free, we employ the following simple helping mechanism, which
consists of an infinite array of bits HelpReq and an infinite array HelpData where each location has
a 1-bit flag field and an unbounded register TS. When pR starts its read operation, it first starts
performing a ReadMax operation up to the first time at which it either returns the last value t it
saw in previous invocations of read (or 0 if this is its first), or it discovers that a larger value
was written. If t has not changed then pR returns the same value value(t) that it returned for
its previous read operation. Otherwise, pR writes 1 into HelpReq[k], where k is an integer that
increases by 1 every time that pR accesses HelpReq. Then, pR alternates between taking another
step in its ReadMax operation and reading HelpData[k].flag. The operation completes either when
pR reads 1 from HelpData[k].flag, in which case it reads t0 from HelpData[k].TS and returns value(t0 ),
or when the ReadMax operation finishes and returns t0 , in which case pR reads and returns value(t0 ).
When pW performs its t-th write operation, it firsts writes its input v to value(t) and then
executes a WriteMax(t) operation on Max. Then, it checks whether pR needs help by reading
HelpReq[k], where k is greater by 1 compared with the last index at which pW accessed HelpReq,
and 0 if this is its first access. If HelpReq[k] is 1 then pW writes t into HelpData[k].TS and 1 into
HelpData[k].flag and returns.
The correctness of the wait-free SWSR register implementation described above is shown roughly
as follows. If a read operation by pR returns a value obtained by its embedded ReadMax operation,
then it is the last value written by a write operation of pW because of the correctness of Max.
If instead a read operation by pR returns a value obtained by finding a timestamp t in the corresponding HelpData[k].TS array, then we can linearize it immediately after the write operation
that wrote this timestamp because any write operation that accesses a location HelpData[k 0 ].TS
with k 0 > k does so with a timestamp t0 > t because the timestamps are strictly monotone.
The step complexity of the t-th write operation is O(log t+m), because pW needs O(log t) steps
for WriteMax(t) and for writing t into some location of HelpData, m steps for writing value(t), and a
single step for checking the current location in HelpReq. The latter is because if pR accesses HelpReq
then it must be because the value of Max changed since its last read operation, which means that
if pW executes a write operation then it only needs to check a single location in HelpReq. That
is, it cannot be that pR fills in many locations in HelpReq without pW finding them, because every
2
For the purpose of obtaining only a non-blocking SWSR write-once register, it is sufficient to construct an infinite
array of m-bit locations to which the writer writes in increasing order and the reader searches for the last written
location. However, we use here a max-register based implementation in order to build upon it when constructing our
following wait-free SWSR and MWMR implementations.
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accessed location by pR implies the invocation of another write operation. Notice that this does
not work if there are multiple readers because then pW has to access a different pair of HelpReq
and HelpData arrays for each reader who might need help.
The step complexity of a read operation that returns a value associated with timestamp t is also
O(log t + m), because pR needs O(log t) steps for the ReadMax operation that returns the previously
seen timestamp t0 < t or finds that it increased, a single step for updating the current location
HelpReq, O(log t) steps for reading HelpData, and m steps for reading value(t). The reason that
only O(log t) steps are needed for reading HelpData is because the TS field is read only once, and
the flag field is read at most a number of times as the number of steps of the ReadMax operation.
Notice that this does not work if there are multiple writers because then pR has to access a different
pair of HelpReq and HelpData arrays for each writer who might be the only one who can provide
help.
As explained above, this implementation does not extend to multiple writers or multiple readers.
Below, we use the preceding framework along with a slightly more involved helping mechanism in
order to allow for multiple writers and multiple readers.
5.2.3

A MWMR write-once register

In this section, we give the full MWMR register implementation. The main issues we have to handle
are the following. First, a writer needs to choose a new timestamp for its next operation, which
now depends on operations by other processes and cannot be generated locally. This is addressed
by having the writer do a read operation and increment the returned timestamp in order to get
its new timestamp. Notice that a ReadMax alone is insufficient because the writer may also need to
use the helping mechanism.
Second, a read operation (including the embedded read operations!) may need to get help
from one of the write operations, if its ReadMax operation does not finish. This is handled by
interleaving the ReadMax operation with the reader side of the helping mechanism, which consists
of signaling to all processes that help is needed and then cycling over an array according to the
possible processes and waiting for a current timestamp to be written there. Here, a good timestamp
t is one which the reader can safely adopt and return the value associated with it.
Third, a write operation may need to provide help for one of the read operations. To this
end, the WriteMax operation is interleaved with writing to the helping mechanism. This is done
by cycling over the array of all processes and checking whether any of them signaled for help. If
the operation sees a signal for help at the currently checked location, it does another ReadMax and
writes its timestamp as its helping data. Notice that the size of timestamp is unbounded, and in
particular it may be greater than the timestamp that the WriteMax used. This means that we
might not be able to afford writing the new timestamp without having a complexity that depends
on the number of operations also for a write operation. To solve this, it may be the case that
a write operation begins writing a certain timestamp as its helping data, but writing this value
continues only in the next write operation invoked by this process. In fact, it may be that writing
a timestamp for helping is spanned over multiple write operations of the process.
Below, we give the pseudocode of our algorithm and its analysis. The main max register we
use is similar to the one from [4], but is slightly modified as follows. It is built as a binary tree of
switch bits, which consists of an infinite spine forming the rightmost path through the tree, each
node of which has a balanced m` -valued max register (of depth O(log m` )), rooted at its left child.
Here we take m` to be 2` . We denote the m` -valued max registers as M` , where ` = 0, 1, . . . is an
increasing integer starting from the root.
When a write operation needs to write a value associated with timestamp t, it sets the relevant
bits of the max register M` from leaf t up to the spine, and then from the spine to the root only
14

until the previously set bit there. The fact that we do not have to go all the way up to the root
is because there is no need to set bits that are already set, and hence this modification does not
affect correctness. It will, however, allow us to save time, as in [4].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Shared data:
Max: an unbounded max register.
value(t): an m-bit register for every integer t.
HelpReq[i, j, t]: an infinite array of bits for each i, j ∈ [n].
HelpData[i, j, t]: an infinite array for each i, j ∈ [n].
HelpData[i, j, t].flag is a single bit.
HelpData[i, j, t].TS is an unbounded register.

8
9
10
11
12

Local data:
helpF rom: a process ID.
helpT o: a process ID.
loc(helpT o): an array of n integers.
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procedure write(v)
Alternate between steps of WriteMain(v) and WriteHelp until the former finishes.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

procedure WriteMain(v)
(t0 , −) ← read
t ← ((bt0 /nc + 1) · n) + pid
value(t) ← v
WriteMax(Mdlog te , t − 2blog tc ) // Write to the corresponding m` -valued max register
for s = dlog te to blog tc do
spine[s] ← 1
procedure WriteHelp
helpT o ← helpT o + 1 mod n
if HelpReq[helpT o, pid, loc(helpT o)] == 1 then
(t00 , −) ← read
HelpData[helpT o, pid, loc(helpT o)] ← t00 // this may take many steps, possibly spread
across multiple main-algorithm writes
loc(helpT o) ← loc(helpT o) + 1

Algorithm 6: Implementation of operation write for a write-once register using an unbounded
tree-based max register and a helping mechanism.
Our main result for this section is the following.
Theorem 5.1. There is an algorithm that implements an n-process MWMR register of m bits with
unbounded space, where the amortized step complexity of a write operation that gets associated with
a timestamp t is O(log t + m + log n) and the step complexity of a read operation that reads a value
associated with a timestamp t is O(log t + m + log n).
Proof. We linearize a write operation at the first time in which all the switches on the path of the
max register tree from the root to the timestamp t used by the operation are set.
We linearize a read operation that returns with the pair (t, −) immediately after the write
operation that used timestamp t is linearlized. This is well-defined for returning in the ReadMain
15
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procedure read
Alternate between steps of ReadMain and ReadHelp until one of them finishes.

3
4
5
6
7

procedure ReadMain
t ← ReadMax(spineLoc)
v ← value(t)
return (t, v)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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22
23

procedure ReadHelp
if h > 0 then
for helpF rom = 0, .., n − 1 do
HelpReq[pid, helpF rom, h − 1] ← 1
for helpF rom = 0, .., n − 1 do
HelpReq[pid, helpF rom, h] ← 1
while helped == f alse do
helpF rom ← helpF rom + 1 mod n
if HelpData[pid, helpF rom, h].flag == 1 then
t ← HelpData[pid, helpF rom, h].TS
helped ← true
helped ← f alse
h←h+1
v ← value(t)
return (t, v)

Algorithm 7: Implementation of operation read for a write-once register using an unbounded
tree-based max register and a helping mechanism.
part because (a) there must be such a write operation because of the correctness of the max register construction, and (b) there can be only one such operation because each process is allocated
a separate set of timestamps and uses them in a strictly increasing manner. We linearize a read
operation that returns in its ReadHelp part with the pair (t, −) immediately after the write operation that used timestamp t is linearlized. This is also well-defined for returning in the ReadHelp
part by an induction on the linearization order: an operation that updates its HelpData with the
timestamp t does so only after reading that value by a read operation.
It is easy to see that the linearization is consistent with the order of non-overlapping operations,
because timestamps of write operations can only increase and read operations always start reading
ReadMain from the last location spineLoc that an operation by the same process saw for the max
register.
Next, we need to show that if a read operation op returns a value associated with a timestamp t
then this timestamp is the largest among all write operations that are linearized before op. First, it
must be the case that some write operation with timestamp t is linearized before op, by definition
of the linearization points, and because a value can only be written to the HelpData array if it was
previously read from the max register. Second, we need to show that there cannot be a write
operation op0 with timestamp t0 > t is linearized before op. Suppose that this is not the case, and
let op be the first read operation for which there is a write operation op0 with a larger timestamp
that is linearized before it. Let t be the timestamp of op and let t0 > t be the timestamp of op0 .
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correctness of the max register construction, it cannot be the case the op returns from the ReadMain
part while being linearized after a WriteMain operation with a larger timestamp. Hence, op returns
from ReadHelp. This implies that it is linearized after the read operation op00 embedded in the
write that helps it, which contradicts it being the first such read operation.
It remains to analyze the step complexity of the algorithm. A read operation requires m steps
for reading value(t) and at most O(log t + log n) steps for reading the max register in the ReadMain
part, where t · n + pid is the timestamp returned, regardless of which part it returns from. This is
because the max register construction requires a number of steps that is logarithmic in the value
written, and because the ReadHelp part can only double the number of steps performed by the
ReadMain operation.
A write operation associated with a timestamp t · n + pid requires m steps for writing value(t)
and at most O(log t + log n) steps for reading the max register (which returns a smaller timestamp).
This is because the leaf t is in depth O(log t) . The last issue we need to address is the WriteHelp
part. Though it can only double the number of steps performed by the WriteMain operation, the
problem is that to allow the helping mechanism to be correct, the write operation has to perform
another embedded read operation whose value it uses for the helping mechanism, and the returned
timestamp t0 of this operation may be much larger than t.
However, an important property that the above construction satisfies is that the step complexity
of a write operation that uses timestamp t is only O(log t + m + log n), when amortized over all
write operations. The reason for this is that although a write operation may perform an embedded
read operation whose complexity depends on the value t0 that is associated with it, this complexity
can be accounted for O(t0 /n) different write operations, because the implementation satisfies the
n-bounded increments property [4]. This property states that a value (timestamp in our context)
written to the max register by an operation op is at most 2n − 1 larger than the value of latest
completed write operation. This implies that a timestamp of t0 can be reached only after at least
t0 /n write operations have been invoked.

6

Lower bounds

For any implementation of a standard register from write-once memory, it is trivial to see that we
must use an infinite amount of space in order to support an unbounded number of write operations.
This holds even without concurrency, because a finite number of bits can encode a finite number
of values, and because we cannot reset a 1 bit to 0. In this section, we provide two additional,
non-trivial, lower bounds.
The first is an Ω(log t) lower bound on the worst-case cost of a read operation in an execution
with t write operations, even when implementing a one-bit register. This is an immediate consequence of Kraft’s inequality [27]. Consider a family of executions Ξ0 , Ξ1 , . . . Ξt , in which a single
writer process alternates between writing a 0 value and a 1 value, with i writes in Ξi . In each
execution, following these writes is a second reader process p that executes read.
Assume that the reader is deterministic. Let xi be the sequence of bits read by p in Ξi . Observe
that the xi form a prefix-free code (where no codeword is a prefix of another), because the reader
chooses to stop deterministically based on the bits it has read so far. Observe further that because
write-once bits can never switch from 1 to 0, the xi can only increase in lexicographic order: in
P
particular this means they are all distinct. Kraft’s inequality [27] then gives that ti=0 2−|xi | ≤ 1,
implying that at least one (and indeed most) of the xi have length Ω(log t).
By treating a randomized reader as a mixture of deterministic readers, the same result applies
to the expected worst-case cost of a read. Note that this holds even with an oblivious adversary,
because the argument depends only on the information-theoretic properties of the possible sequences
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of bits observed by a reader, and not on any interaction between the reader and the schedule.
The previous lower bound assumes that the reader performs only one read operation. A reader
that performs multiple reads may be able to save work by avoiding re-reading bits that it already
knows to be 1. However, we can still show a second lower bound that is a trade-off between the
number of bits written by a write operation that writes an m-bit value and the number of bits
a read operation op has to look at to get new value, even if it observed the contents of memory
immediately before the write.
Suppose that the read operation accesses at most r bits, and the write operation sets at most
k bits. As in the previous bound we can consider each possible sequences of bits x0 , . . . x2m −1 read
by the reader, where xi gives the sequence corresponding to the value i. Each
 such sequence is
P
distinct, has length at most r and contains at most k ones, so we have ki=1 ri ≥ 2m . For k = 1,
this bound is reached (up to constants) by the construction of §4. It is an interesting question
whether the trade-off can be realized in general for larger k.

7

Discussion

The present work initiates the study of write-once memory in a concurrent setting. Our results
demonstrate that it is in principle possible to implement operations for standard, rewritable sharedmemory using write-once memory with low space overhead and polynomial amortized time complexity. Several open questions remain:
1. Is it possible to combine low space overhead with low time overhead?
2. To what extent could a small amount of rewritable shared memory allow more efficiency in
use of write-once shared memory?
3. What can one say about stronger write-once primitives, such as (non-resettable) test-and-set
bits, either as a target or a base object for implementations?
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